Coordinates and structure factors for the RIIβ^P^~2~: C~2~: (Ca~2~ADP)~2~ complex have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (<http://www.rcsb.org/pdb>) with accession code 4WBB.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-dependent protein kinase (PKA) is a serine/threonine (Ser/Thr) protein kinase that regulates various biochemical processes including metabolism, memory, growth, and cellular differentiation \[[@pbio.1002192.ref001]\]. In the absence of cAMP, PKA in cells exists as a holoenzyme complex consisting of a regulatory (R) subunit dimer and two catalytic (C) subunits. At low basal cAMP levels, the R~2~C~2~ holoenzyme is inactive, whereas upon hormonal stimulation, cAMP levels increase and allosteric binding of cAMP to the R subunit in the holoenzyme causes a conformational change that unleashes the catalytic activity \[[@pbio.1002192.ref002]--[@pbio.1002192.ref004]\]. PKA was the first protein kinase to be crystallized \[[@pbio.1002192.ref005],[@pbio.1002192.ref006]\], and the C-subunit has been extensively studied as a model system for biochemical and kinetic analysis of the protein kinase superfamily \[[@pbio.1002192.ref004]\]. Most of the states in the PKA catalytic cycle have also been captured in a crystal lattice. Divalent metal ions are required for physiological activity, and it is reported that magnesium, manganese, and cobalt can facilitate phosphoryl transfer under steady-state conditions but calcium, zinc, and others cannot \[[@pbio.1002192.ref007]\].

While we have learned much about the kinetic properties of protein kinases from the isolated C-subunit, in cells the PKA C-subunit is typically associated with and inhibited by R-subunits that are the major receptors for cAMP in eukaryotic cells. There are four functionally nonredundant R-subunits (RIα, RIβ, RIIα and RIIβ), and isoform diversity is a primary mechanism for achieving PKA signaling specificity \[[@pbio.1002192.ref004]\]. While both PKA RI and RII are ubiquitously expressed in mammalian cells, RI is primarily cytoplasmic and more sensitive to cAMP, whereas RII is associated with particulate subcellular fractions. RIIβ, in particular, is the predominant isoform in brain, liver, and brown and white adipose tissue \[[@pbio.1002192.ref008]--[@pbio.1002192.ref010]\]. Mice lacking RIIβ have a lean phenotype and do not become obese or insulin resistant when fed on a high-fat diet \[[@pbio.1002192.ref010]--[@pbio.1002192.ref012]\]. All R-subunits have an N-terminal dimerization/ docking (D/D) domain, a disordered linker region harboring an inhibitor sequence, and two tandem cAMP binding domains (CNB-A and CNB-B). A fundamental difference between PKA R-subunits is in the inhibitor sequence that resembles a PKA substrate and lies in the active site cleft of the C-subunit in the holoenzyme. The inhibitor sites in RII subunits (RRX**S**) are PKA substrates, while in RI subunits the inhibitor sites (RRX**A**/**G**) are pseudosubstrates. RI-subunits are thus inhibitors of the C-subunit, while the RII-subunits are substrates as well as inhibitors of the C-subunit \[[@pbio.1002192.ref013]\]. The PKA holoenzymes are typically localized to various subcellular locations via scaffolding proteins known as A kinase anchoring proteins (AKAPs). Although some AKAPs are dual specific and can bind to both RI and RII \[[@pbio.1002192.ref014]\], a few are specific for RI \[[@pbio.1002192.ref015],[@pbio.1002192.ref016]\]. Most AKAPs, however, bind to RII subunits with high affinity (K~D~ = 1--5 nM), and RII-subunits are mostly associated with particulate fractions \[[@pbio.1002192.ref014]\]. AKAPs thus serve as scaffolds for nucleating macromolecular signaling complexes by simultaneously interacting with various proteins such as kinases (PKA), phosphatases, phosphodiesterases, and ion channels \[[@pbio.1002192.ref014]\]. For example RII-specific AKAP15/18 localizes PKA RII holoenzymes to L-type calcium channels \[[@pbio.1002192.ref017]\]. AKAP15/18 also colocalizes PKA with phospholamban and phosphodiesterases at the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), thereby regulating calcium reuptake \[[@pbio.1002192.ref018]\]. Assembly of these macromolecular complexes or "signalosomes" is specific to particular AKAPs and most likely to specific R isoforms and provides a common mechanism for spatiotemporal regulation of specific PKA holoenzymes \[[@pbio.1002192.ref004]\].

The elucidation of full-length R~2~C~2~ PKA holoenzymes structures \[[@pbio.1002192.ref019],[@pbio.1002192.ref020]\] was a major advance that greatly enhanced our molecular understanding of PKA signaling and allosteric activation by cAMP \[[@pbio.1002192.ref021]\]. The compact RIIβ holoenzyme\], our highest resolution structure so far, provides us with an excellent model for studying type II PKA signaling. The full-length nonphosphorylated holoenzyme ([Fig 1](#pbio.1002192.g001){ref-type="fig"}) showed surprisingly that the C-subunit was in a fully closed conformation because the β4--β5 loop of the neighboring RIIβ'plus two Mg^2+^ ions. This was the first time that both products had been trapped in a crystal lattice in any kinase. This single turnover event in which release of the phosphorylated product is controlled by cAMP, not by the transfer of the phosphoryl group, provides a unique opportunity to explore a highly relevant physiological phosphorylation event that takes place under non-steady-state conditions.

![Crystal structures of the RIIβ holoenzyme showing active site phosphorylation in the presence of calcium.\
(A) In the apo RIIβ~2~:C~2~ holoenzyme, the β4--β5 loop from one heterodimer pushes onto the C-tail of the opposite dimer, forcing the C-subunit into a closed conformation \[[@pbio.1002192.ref019]\]. (B) By diffusing adenosine triphosphate and calcium (CaATP) into the crystals, we trapped ADP, pRIIβ, and two Ca^2+^ ions. (C) Reaction products trapped in the crystal.](pbio.1002192.g001){#pbio.1002192.g001}

Since RII holoenzymes are often localized in close proximity to calcium channels \[[@pbio.1002192.ref017]\], first we added CaATP to the apo RIIβ holoenzyme crystals, expecting to find a trapped transition-state mimic with ATP because calcium was thought not to support catalysis \[[@pbio.1002192.ref007],[@pbio.1002192.ref024]\]. Instead, to our surprise, we found that we had again trapped both products which correspond to a single turnover autophosphorylation. Using rapid quench methods, we showed the phosphoryl transfer with CaATP was slower than with MgATP. Calcium could indeed support transfer of the γ-phosphoryl group either in the crystals or in solution even when adenosine-5\'-(β,γ-imido)triphosphate (AMP-PNP) was used instead of ATP. This led us to reinvestigate how autophosphorylation of the RIIβ-subunit contributes specifically to the activation/inactivation cycle of the RIIβ holoenzyme and whether there is a difference between calcium and magnesium since both can support transfer of the phosphate. We examined steady-state kinetics using RIIβ bound to cAMP as a physiological protein substrate. We found that magnesium supports steady-state catalysis but calcium does not, even though it supported the phosphoryl transfer in the single turnover autophosphorylation. We then asked whether calcium and magnesium have different effects on RIIβ holoenzyme dissociation/reassociation using surface plasmon resonance (SPR). We showed that calcium was more effective than magnesium in preventing release of the phosphorylated RIIβ subunit. In contrast, the association rate of pRIIβ with C-subunit in the presence of ATP was reduced by almost 60-fold. These findings, plus our demonstration that in resting cells the RIIβ holoenzyme is fully phosphorylated, provide a more comprehensive and quantitative understanding of the role that autophosphorylation and metal ions can play in the regulation of PKA signaling for type II holoenzymes. They also describe the RIIβ holoenzyme as a single turnover system, a concept that has not been previously fully appreciated. Our model also suggests that phosphatases and phosphodiesterases are likely to be important in this cycle. This single turnover system will likely be relevant for other kinase-regulated signaling complexes.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Crystal Structure of RIIβ Holoenzyme Soaked with Calcium and ATP {#sec003}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Given that RII holoenzymes are often localized in close proximity to ion channels or to mitochondria, we specifically asked whether calcium could play a role in the regulation of the PKA holoenzyme. To ascertain whether calcium could substitute for magnesium in the autophosphorylation of the RIIβ holoenzyme or whether it trapped an ATP:Ca complex, we diffused CaATP into the apo nucleotide-free RIIβ~2~:C~2~ holoenzyme crystals ([Fig 1](#pbio.1002192.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Our expectations were that we would trap ATP and Ca^2+^ in a transition-state complex since calcium was not thought to support catalysis \[[@pbio.1002192.ref007],[@pbio.1002192.ref024]\]. The RIIβ(1--416, R230K)~2~:C~2~ tetrameric enzyme was crystallized and then soaked overnight in 5 mM CaCl~2~ and 1 mM ATP. The structure of the full-length RIIβ~2~:C~2~ holoenzyme ([S1 Table](#pbio.1002192.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2 Fig](#pbio.1002192.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), solved to a resolution of 2.8 Å, contained Ca~2~ADP bound to the active site cleft, indicating not only that Ca~2~ATP had bound but also that the phosphoryl group was transferred to RIIβ. Both products, Ca~2~ADP and pRIIβ, were trapped at the active site cleft. This structure is comparable to our previous structure in which we had trapped Mg~2~ADP in the crystal lattice with pRIIβ ([S3 Fig](#pbio.1002192.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Phosphoryl transfer thus occurs in the presence of both MgCl~2~ and CaCl~2~. The γ-phosphoryl group of ATP was transferred to the phosphorylation site (P-site) Ser^112^ of the R-subunit, with two metal ions stabilizing ADP and the phosphorylated RIIβ in the active site of the C-subunit without significant local conformational changes between the Mg~2~:ADP and the Ca~2~:ADP bound structures ([S3 Fig](#pbio.1002192.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The overall nucleotide-bound structure and the nucleotide-free apo structures are very similar, with a Cα RMSD of 0.67 Å between Mg~2~ADP bound and the apo RIIβ~2~: C~2~ structure \[[@pbio.1002192.ref019]\], 0.65 Å between Ca~2~:ADP bound and the apo structure, and 0.46 Å between the two nucleotide-bound structures. In the Ca~2~:ADP structure, the C-subunit also stays in a closed conformation. Ordering of the C-tail and the N-lobe of the C-subunits into a closed conformation independent of ATP is one of the most striking features of the initial nucleotide-free RIIβ apo holoenzyme structure. This distinguishes the RIIβ holoenzyme from the heterodimer and from all previous structures of the C-subunit, which are only in a closed conformation when ATP and two magnesium ions are bound ([S1 Fig](#pbio.1002192.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3 Fig](#pbio.1002192.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pbio.1002192.ref019]\]. The C-subunits in both of the apo RIIβ holoenzyme and metal nucleotide-bound structures have low temperature factors in both lobes, which reflect their closed conformation and ordered C-tails.

Calcium Does Not Support Efficient Steady-State Catalysis for the RIIβ Subunit {#sec004}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Having shown that calcium can support a single turnover event, i.e., autophosphorylation of the holoenzyme, we next investigated steady-state kinetics of phosphorylation using RIIβ as a physiological protein substrate. For steady-state kinetics, we used an in vitro kinase assay and radio-labelled ATP (^32^P). To measure steady-state kinetics for phosphorylation of the RIIβ subunit, we used the cAMP-bound RIIβ subunit that does not form the holoenzyme. We also used Kemptide (a LRRASLG peptide derived from the physiological PKA substrate liver pyruvate kinase \[[@pbio.1002192.ref025]\]) as a positive reference substrate. To measure detectable phosphorylation of either Kemptide or cAMP-bound RIIβ, we needed to use 50-fold more C-subunit, confirming earlier reports in which authors could not see efficient steady-state catalysis in the presence of calcium \[[@pbio.1002192.ref026]\]. Under these conditions, we were able to measure the kinetic parameters in the presence of calcium. The catalytic efficiency (*k* ~*cat*~ */K* ~*M*~) of the C-subunit to carry out steady-state phosphoryl transfer was compromised in the presence of calcium by 150-fold compared to magnesium ([Fig 2](#pbio.1002192.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The *K* ~*M*~ for ATP was increased by 3-fold in the presence of calcium, and the *k* ~*cat*~ was lowered by 50-fold. No steady-state kinetic rates were detectible for the phosphorylation of RIIβ in the absence of cAMP ([Fig 2B](#pbio.1002192.g002){ref-type="fig"}), and this is true for both MgATP and CaATP. Releasing of RIIβ is controlled by cAMP, not by the transfer of the phosphate.

![Steady-state kinetics of the catalytic subunit of PKA in the presence of Mg^2+^ versus Ca^2+^.\
(A) Domain organization of the four isoforms of R-subunits. The inhibitor sequence contains a pseudosubstrate site in type I R-subunits, while type II R-subunits have a substrate site. (B) Steady-state kinetics (time course) of phosphoryl transfer on the substrate site of RIIβ (40 μM) by C-subunit in the presence of Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^. Reactions were carried out both in the presence and absence of cAMP. C-subunit was first used at 5 nM for both MgATP and CaATP. However, because of the low efficiency of the C-subunit in the presence of calcium, the measurements fell in the range of low accuracy of the scintillation counter. Hence, 50-fold higher C-subunit concentration (250 nM) was used to measure phosphorylation in the presence of CaATP and cAMP (inset) to obtain accurate results. (C) Steady-state kinetic parameters obtained for phosphoryl transfer to the peptide Kemptide in the presence of Mg^2+^ versus Ca^2+^. (D) and (E) Time course and Michealis-Menten curves for phosphoryl transfer using Kemptide as substrate. Inset shows Kemptide phosphorylation in the presence of 50-fold more C-subunit with CaATP (as compared to MgATP). The data used to make this figure can be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.1002192.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](pbio.1002192.g002){#pbio.1002192.g002}

We used Kemptide (a LRRASLG peptide derived from the physiological PKA substrate liver pyruvate kinase \[[@pbio.1002192.ref025]\]), as a positive reference substrate. To measure steady-state kinetics for phosphorylation of the RIIβ subunit, we used the cAMP-bound RIIβ-subunit. The catalytic efficiency of the C-subunit to carry out steady-state phosphoryl transfer in the presence of calcium under standard conditions was undetectable for both cAMP-bound RIIβ ([Fig 2B](#pbio.1002192.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and for Kemptide ([Fig 2E](#pbio.1002192.g002){ref-type="fig"}), confirming earlier reports that calcium cannot support efficient steady-state catalysis \[[@pbio.1002192.ref026]\]. Fifty-fold more C-subunit was required to obtain measurable RIIβ phosphorylation in the presence of calcium and cAMP ([Fig 2B](#pbio.1002192.g002){ref-type="fig"}). No steady-state kinetic rates were detectible for the phosphorylation of RIIβ in the absence of cAMP, and this is true for both MgATP and CaATP. Releasing of RIIβ is controlled by cAMP, not by the transfer of the phosphate.

RIIβ Holoenzyme Mediates a Single Turnover Event and Serves as a "Product Trap" for Both ADP and pRIIβ {#sec005}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Having demonstrated phosphoryl transfer in the RIIβ holoenzyme crystals, we next investigated more quantitatively the effect of metal ions on phosphorylation within the holoenzyme in solution using single turnover experiments ([Fig 3](#pbio.1002192.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In the inactive PKA RIIβ holoenzyme, there is a 1:1 ratio of enzyme and substrate, and the S^112^ P-site of the RIIβ dimer, based on the crystal structure, is localized at the active site of the C-subunit, poised to accept the γ-phosphoryl group of ATP. We initially incubated the holoenzyme with metal ions and ATP. As shown in [Fig 3A](#pbio.1002192.g003){ref-type="fig"}, both magnesium and calcium facilitated phosphoryl transfer to S^112^ in RIIβ very efficiently within 30 min. Since we showed previously that in the presence of MgATP and even with the generally nonreactive analogue of ATP, AMP-PNP, the C-subunit could transfer the phosphoryl group and then trap ADP and a phosphorylated form of PKA substrate peptide SP20 \[[@pbio.1002192.ref027]\], we carried out experiments to see if the RIIβ holoenzyme could do the same. As shown in [Fig 3B](#pbio.1002192.g003){ref-type="fig"}, the C-subunit trapped in the RIIβ holoenzyme can transfer the phosphoryl group from both AMP-PNP, although the rate of transfer for AMP-PNP is much slower than for ATP. Calcium further slows, but does not prevent, the rate of phosphoryl transfer in the presence of AMP-PNP.

![Single turnover and pre-steady-state kinetics for RIIβ holoenzyme phosphorylation in the presence of Mg^2+^ versus Ca^2+^.\
(A) Holoenzyme phosphorylation can be followed by gel electrophoresis in which the pRIIβ is detected by antibodies. The C-subunit phosphorylates RIIβ using MgATP or CaATP in 30 min. Shown is a representative western blot in which the C-subunit was incubated with RIIβ alone, with RIIβ and MgATP, or with RIIβ and CaATP. The starting RIIβ sample was loaded on the last lane showing no phosphorylation before incubation with C-subunit and nucleotide. Also, no phosphorylation was observed when the C-subunit and RIIβ were incubated without nucleotide, suggesting that it is not ATP contamination of either protein sample that contributes to RIIβ phosphorylation. (B) Shown is a western blot in which the C-subunit was incubated with RIIβ alone, with RIIβ and AMP-PNP, or with RIIβ and ATP. Mg^2+^ or Ca^2+^ were added to the reaction buffer, which contains nucleotides. The phosphorylation status of RIIβ was monitored at 30 min, 1 d, and 2 d. The sample with AMP-PNP shows phosphorylation of RIIβ that increases over time. (C) Pre-steady-state kinetics of RIIβ holoenzyme in the presence of Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^. Holoenzyme phosphorylation as followed by rapid quench analysis.](pbio.1002192.g003){#pbio.1002192.g003}

To monitor the rates of phosphoryl transfer in the RIIβ holoenzyme at a millisecond (ms) time scale, a rapid quench method \[[@pbio.1002192.ref028]\] using radio-labelled γP^32^-ATP was used. As shown in [Fig 3C](#pbio.1002192.g003){ref-type="fig"}, in the presence of MgATP, detectable amounts of pRIIβ can be seen as early as 10 ms. Phosphoryl transfer in the presence of CaATP is slower when compared to MgATP but easily detectable after 100 ms. Thus, although CaATP was not capable of efficient steady-state catalysis for the cAMP-bound RIIβ subunit as shown in the steady-state experiments above, calcium can facilitate phosphoryl transfer to the RIIβ holoenzyme in solution under single turnover conditions ([Fig 3](#pbio.1002192.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Under these conditions, neither the ADP nor the phosphorylated pRIIβ are released from the active site; instead, the holoenzyme serves as a "product trap." To further confirm this, we added increasing ratios of RIIβ:C-subunit and incubated the solution with MgATP and CaATP ([Fig 4](#pbio.1002192.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [S4 Fig](#pbio.1002192.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As can be seen in [Fig 4B](#pbio.1002192.g004){ref-type="fig"}, the amount of RIIβ phosphorylated was proportional to the stoichiometric concentration of C-subunit present in the reaction at 1:1. Increasing the ratio of RIIβ:C-subunit had no effect, indicating that a 1:1 complex created a single turnover condition for phosphorylation and that the product is not efficiently released. Only in the presence of cAMP was the excess of RIIβ available for phosphorylation ([Fig 4B](#pbio.1002192.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The quantitative radio-labelled ATP measurements showed that calcium is capable of single turnover kinetics comparable to magnesium in about 10 min ([Fig 4C](#pbio.1002192.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The RIIβ holoenzyme thus serves as a prototype for a single turnover cycle in which autophosphorylation can occur with Ca^2+^ or Mg^2+^ as the counter ions. The release of the phosphorylated RIIβ subunit is controlled by cAMP, not by the transfer of the phosphate. Instead, the RIIβ holoenzyme is an efficient product trap.

![Single turnover condition for phosphoryl transfer is achieved in the PKA RIIβ holoenzyme in the presence of Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^.\
(A) Formation of the RIIβ~2~:C~2~ holoenzymes leads to a special single turnover condition such that every catalytic subunit phosphorylates a stoichiometric 1:1 molecule of RIIβ. (B) Representative western blot for the single turnover seen in the RIIβ:C complex, with increasing ratios of RIIβ:C-subunit (in the absence of cAMP). Both Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^ support the single turnover phosphoryl transfer as the holoenzymes forms at a 1:1 ratio of RIIβ:C-subunit. Addition of cAMP (1 mM) breaks the holoenzyme, and hence, the single turnover condition is lost. Band intensities for the western blots have been quantified using ImageJ software (see [S4 Fig](#pbio.1002192.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (C) Comparison of single turnover seen in the RIIβ~2~:C~2~ holoenzyme as a function of time for MgATP versus CaATP as monitored by radio-labelled P^32^-ATP as a function of time. Both Mg and Ca support the single turnover condition, although calcium is slower than Mg in its phosphoryl transfer. The data used to make this figure can be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.1002192.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](pbio.1002192.g004){#pbio.1002192.g004}

Effects of Calcium and Magnesium on RIIβ and C-Subunit Dissociation and Association {#sec006}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Do metals play a role in RIIβ and C-subunit dissociation and association? Surface plasmon resonance was utilized to quantitatively examine the effects of magnesium and calcium on the association and dissociation of the RIIβ and C complex. For this, a deletion mutant of RIIβ, glutathione S-transferase (GST) tagged RIIβ 102--416, lacking the dimerization domain was generated for two reasons: (1) to reduce multiple binding effects that would lead to biphasic association phases making rate constant determination difficult and (2) to allow for directed immobilization on a sensor chip functionalized with an anti-GST antibody. GST-RIIβ 102--416, comprising the inhibitor site (including the phospho-acceptor serine) as well as CNB domains A and B, showed efficient holoenzyme formation in the presence of 1 mM ATP with 10 mM Mg^2+^ as well as with 10 mM Ca^2+^ ([Fig 5A](#pbio.1002192.g005){ref-type="fig"}). In the absence of cAMP, the dissociation rate of the holoenzyme complex was extremely slow (*k* ~*off*~ \~ 10^−4^ sec^-1^) and in the same range for Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^. However, inducing holoenzyme dissociation by injecting buffer containing 100 nM cAMP showed decelerated off-rates for complexes formed in the presence of CaATP compared to MgATP ([Fig 5A](#pbio.1002192.g005){ref-type="fig"}). The dissociation rate of the GST-RIIβ and C subunits with varying concentrations of cAMP from 25 to 200 nM is shown in [Fig 5C](#pbio.1002192.g005){ref-type="fig"} and further confirmed that holoenzyme dissociation is slower in the presence of calcium. Representative plots for the cAMP-induced holoenzyme dissociation in the presence of ethyleneglycoltetraacetic acid and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EGTA/EDTA) are shown in [S5 Fig](#pbio.1002192.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. With increasing concentrations of cAMP, this reduction of the dissociation rate was further enhanced, indicating that Ca^2+^ is able to stabilize the inhibitor site binding, thus resulting in a reduced cAMP sensitivity for the holoenzyme complex ([Fig 5C](#pbio.1002192.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Comparison of RIIβ:C heterodimer formation and dissociation in the presence of MgATP, CaATP, or EDTA/EGTA.\
(A) Injection of 30 nM C-subunit over immobilized GST-RIIβ 102--416 showed complex formation under all conditions tested. The low dissociation phase (without cAMP) did not change significantly whether 10 mM Mg^2+^ or Ca^2+^ were used as cofactors, although Mg^2+^ seems to enhance the association of the complex. Holoenzyme dissociation was then induced by the injection of 100 nM cAMP in the respective buffer, resulting in a slower off-rate for holoenzyme complexes formed in the presence of Ca^2+^ compared to Mg^2+^. (B) The opposite effect can be observed for the P-site mutant GST-RIIβ 102--416 S112A, in which calcium enhances holoenzyme dissociation upon cAMP binding. Thus, the trapped phosphoryl group in combination with calcium is responsible for the decelerated dissociation. Moreover, both effects are further enhanced with increasing concentrations of cAMP for wild type (C) as well as for the S112A mutant (D). Error bars represent the standard deviation (SD) of two independent measurements. The data used to make this figure can be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.1002192.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](pbio.1002192.g005){#pbio.1002192.g005}

The Transferred Phosphoryl Group Is Responsible for Reduced Holoenzyme Dissociation with Calcium {#sec007}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Having shown that calcium slows down cAMP-induced dissociation, we aimed to clarify whether calcium itself or calcium in combination with the transferred phosphoryl group slows dissociation. For this, we generated a pseudosubstrate version of RIIβ in which Ser112 was replaced with alanine (Ala) (GST-RIIβ(S112A, 102--416)). This mutant was bound to a SPR sensor chip, and binding of C-subunit was determined side by side with the wild-type protein. Mutation of Ser112 to Ala barely affected binding kinetics (as determined by SPR, [Fig 5B](#pbio.1002192.g005){ref-type="fig"}). However, contrary to wild-type RIIβ, cAMP-induced dissociation of the RIIβ(S112A):C complex was actually faster in the presence of calcium compared with magnesium ([Fig 5D](#pbio.1002192.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the trapped phosphoryl group in combination with calcium slows dissociation in the case of the wild-type protein.

Reassociation of Holoenzyme Is Reduced for the Phosphorylated pRIIβ Compared to the Unphosphorylated RIIβ {#sec008}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A fundamental difference between PKA R-subunits is that RII subunits are PKA substrates, while RI subunits are pseudosubstrates. After cAMP binding and subsequent dissociation of the holoenzyme complex, reassociation is thought to be unlikely without previous dephosphorylation of the RII subunit \[[@pbio.1002192.ref026]\]. Although this was predicted in Rosen's early work \[[@pbio.1002192.ref026]\], it has not been addressed quantitatively. We utilized SPR to explore whether the phosphoryl group alone or the charge repulsion between the phosphorylated pRIIβ and the metal:ATP-bound C-subunit influences reassociation of the holoenzyme complex. For this, holoenzyme (GST-RIIβ(102--416):C), preformed and incubated in buffer containing MgATP, was immobilized on the SPR sensor surface. After release of the C-subunit by cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP), reassociation of the C-subunit with the already phosphorylated GST-tagged RIIβ(102--416) was measured either in the presence of EDTA, MgADP, or MgATP. As shown in [Fig 6](#pbio.1002192.g006){ref-type="fig"}, reassociation was significantly reduced when MgATP was bound to the C-subunit but was only slightly affected in the case of MgADP or in the presence of EDTA ([Fig 6](#pbio.1002192.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#pbio.1002192.t001){ref-type="table"}). Strikingly, in the presence of MgATP, phosphorylation of Ser^112^ in the inhibitory site of the R-subunit results in an almost 60-fold decrease in *k* ~*on*~, while dissociation was not affected ([Fig 6C](#pbio.1002192.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#pbio.1002192.t001){ref-type="table"}). These results support the prediction that the phosphoryl group at the inhibitor site of the pRIIβ subunit would be in steric hindrance with the γ-phosphoryl group of ATP at the active site of the C-subunit. Charge repulsion would also certainly contribute to the reduced on-rate. We thus conclude that in living cells it would be the dephosphorylated RIIβ-subunit that preferentially reassociates with the C-subunit to form inactive holoenzyme. However, our prediction is that it would become immediately rephosphorylated upon holoenzyme reassociation. This scenario implicates an important role for phosphatases, and to further validate this hypothesis, we looked at the phosphorylation state of RIIβ in different cell types.

![Influence of the inhibitor site phosphorylation on reassociation of the RIIβ holoenzyme.\
SPR was used to monitor holoenzyme formation (RIIβ:C) and reassociation (pRIIβ:C) in the presence of 10 mM MgCl~2~ and 1 mM ATP. (A) Binding of PKA-C to immobilized nonphosphorylated GST-RIIβ 102--416 resulted in strong binding with extremely low off-rates, indicating a highly stable complex. (B) For the analysis of the reassociation of phosphorylated RIIβ with C-subunit, preformed holoenzyme (pRIIβ:C:MgADP) was immobilized on the chip surface, and the catalytic subunit was dissociated by the injection of 500 nM cGMP. cGMP instead of cAMP was used to easily release the cyclic nucleotide after holo-dissociation. cAMP has a much higher affinity to the cyclic nucleotide binding sites and cannot be removed even after extensive dialysis. After removal of cGMP, the reassociation of the holoenzyme was monitored again in the presence of 10 mM MgCl~2~ and 1 mM ATP. As can be seen in (C), association of the catalytic subunit was slowed down by a factor of almost 60 compared with unphosphorylated RIIβ. However, repeating the experiments in the absence of nucleotides/metals (EDTA) and in the presence of 10 mM MgCl~2~ and 1 mM ADP revealed only slight differences in *k* ~*on*~. The data used to make this figure can be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.1002192.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](pbio.1002192.g006){#pbio.1002192.g006}

10.1371/journal.pbio.1002192.t001

###### SPR-derived rate and equilibrium binding constants of the interaction of PKA C-subunit with phospho- and nonphospho forms of RIIβ.

A series dilution of PKA-C (0.3--200 nM) was injected over the phospho- and nonphospho forms of immobilized GST-RIIβ 102--416 (80--120 resonance units \[RUs\]) in the presence of MgATP, MgADP, and chelators (EDTA) only. BIAevalution 4.1.1 (GE Healthcare) was utilized to determine the rate constants *k* ~*on*~ and *k* ~*off*~ using a global fit analysis assuming a 1:1 Langmuir binding.

![](pbio.1002192.t001){#pbio.1002192.t001g}

                                              MgATP                    MgADP                    EDTA
  ------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
  **RIIβ:C**                                                                                    
                *k* ~*on*~ \[M^-1^sec^-1^\]   2.1 (+/- 0.3) x 10^6^    6.4 (+/- 1.4) x 10^5^    5.3 (+/- 0.4) x 10^5^
                *k* ~*off*~ \[sec^-1^\]       3.0 (+/- 0.6) x 10^−4^   1.5 (+/- 0.6) x 10^−4^   2.1 (+/- 0.5) x 10^−4^
                *K* ~*D*~ \[nM\]              0.14 (+/- 0.01)          0.24 (+/- 0.15)          0.39 (+/- 0.13)
  **pRIIβ:C**                                                                                   
                *k* ~*on*~ \[M^-1^sec^-1^\]   3.8 (+/- 0.7) x 10^4^    5.5 (+/- 0.9) x 10^5^    3.4 (+/- 0.7) x 10^5^
                *k* ~*off*~ \[sec^-1^\]       2.6 (+/- 0.1) x 10^−4^   1.2 (+/- 0.3) x 10^−4^   1.1 (+/- 0.4) x 10^−4^
                *K* ~*D*~ \[nM\]              7.0 (+/- 1.7)            0.22 (+/- 0.1)           0.31 (+/- 0.04)

Mean +/- SD

Endogenous RIIβ Holoenzyme Is Phosphorylated in Cells and Is Dephosphorylated by Phosphatases following Stimulation by cAMP {#sec009}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Having quantitatively defined the effects of RIIβ phosphorylation on association/dissociation of the holoenzyme, we next asked about the phosphorylation state of RIIβ holoenzyme in cells. Based on gel filtration chromatography, the RIIβ holoenzyme does not dissociate in vitro in the presence of MgATP, which is also confirmed by the SPR data ([Fig 5](#pbio.1002192.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [S6 Fig](#pbio.1002192.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These combined data suggest that the inhibitor site of RIIβ is only accessible to phosphatases once it is unleashed from the active site following binding of cAMP. Once holoenzyme forms with the dephosphorylated RIIβ subunit, it would be immediately rephosphorylated and then trapped in its phosphorylated state. To validate this prediction, two-dimensional gel electrophoresis analysis was used to explore the endogenous phosphorylation state of RIIβ in cells ([Fig 7](#pbio.1002192.g007){ref-type="fig"}). HeLa and NIH 3T3 cells were cultured, lysed for 2-D gel analysis, and checked for the phosphorylation status of RIIβ using PKA phospho-substrate antibody and overall RIIβ antibody. As shown in [Fig 7](#pbio.1002192.g007){ref-type="fig"}, RIIβ is completely phosphorylated in both untreated HeLa and 3T3 cells in the resting state. Similar results have been previously reported in cardiomyocytes, in which it was found that RIIβ under basal conditions is phosphorylated \[[@pbio.1002192.ref029]\]. Once the cells are treated with forskolin, an activator of adenylyl cyclase, and 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX), a general inhibitor of phosphodiesterases, for 15 min to elevate the cAMP level, RIIβ gets dephosphorylated, suggesting that after cAMP activation, the phosphorylated RIIβ can be exposed to phosphatases and be dephosphorylated, which, based on our above results, is a critical step that would greatly facilitate the reassociation of PKA RII and the C-subunit.

![Endogenous RIIβ is constitutionally phosphorylated in 3T3 and HeLa cells.\
pH gradient is shown horizontally, and molecular weight (MW) gradient is shown vertically. Left panel: The purified pRIIβ and RIIβ protein mixture, prepared in 2-D electrophoresis buffer, is shown in the last lane, displaying the successful separation and relative position of pRIIβ and RIIβ in a 2-D gel. Phosphorylated pRIIβ can be recognized by both of the phospho-PKA substrate antibody (Anti-RRXp(S/T)) and the RIIβ antibody (anti-RIIβ), while unphosphorylated RIIβ is only recognized by the RIIβ antibody (anti-RIIβ). The first and second two lanes show that RIIβ exists as phosphorylated pRIIβ in both untreated HeLa and HeLa cells. In 3T3 cells, one protein near the site of pRIIβ is recognized by phospho-PKA substrate antibody (Anti-RRXp(S/T); however, it is not recognized by the RIIβ antibody. Right panel: In HeLa and 3T3 cells treated with 50 μM forskolin and 50 μM IBMX for 15 min prior to adding the lysis buffer, the PKA RIIβ becomes completely dephosphorylated.](pbio.1002192.g007){#pbio.1002192.g007}

Discussion {#sec010}
==========

The recent explication of the structures of. full-length R~2~C~2~ PKA holoenzymes \[[@pbio.1002192.ref004],[@pbio.1002192.ref019],[@pbio.1002192.ref020]\] made us appreciate that PKA signaling cannot be fully understood by simply looking at free regulatory and catalytic subunits. To include an understanding of the highly dynamic macromolecular PKA signaling complexes that are controlled by oscillations between kinases and phosphatases, cyclases and phosphodiesterases, and cAMP and calcium, we also need to appreciate that protein kinases have evolved to be highly sophisticated and regulated macromolecular switches, not catalytic enzymes that turnover lots of substrate. Recognition of these fundamental principles forces us to think of PKA signaling as part of a "signalosome" in which full dissociation of R- and C-subunits may not be required or relevant. Under these conditions, PKA would not be working as described by classical Michaelis-Menten kinetics but instead would function as a single turnover system in which autophosphorylation of the R-subunit can play an important role.

We provide here an example of how the turnover of a single phosphate in the RIIβ subunit (pSer^112^) introduces multiple levels for regulation of this cAMP-mediated PKA switch. Our recent X-ray crystal structure of the PKA RIIβ holoenzyme showed that both products, Mg~2~ADP and pRIIβ, could be trapped following the addition of MgATP \[[@pbio.1002192.ref019]\]. Here we provide kinetic parameters for autophosphorylation of the RIIβ subunit in both steady-state and single turnover conditions. We also show that calcium can facilitate phosphoryl transfer in type II PKA holoenzymes in crystals and in solution, but this is restricted to a single turnover. The products are not released because dissociation for both RIIβ and pRIIβ is regulated by cAMP. The holoenzyme thus serves as a trap for both products. This discovery demonstrates that single turnover events can be an important part of cell signaling, in contrast to classic Michaelis-Menten kinetics.

Having shown that Ca^2+^ can support the single turnover of the γ-phosphoryl group of ATP in the RIIβ holoenzyme, we then asked how Ca^2+^ affects dissociation of the phosphorylated holoenzyme (pRIIβ:C). To quantitatively measure the effects of metals ions on holoenzyme association/dissociation, we used SPR. We found that in the absence of cAMP, holoenzyme dissociation is extremely slow for both Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^; it is not significantly influenced by the type of metal ion. After addition of cAMP, however, the C-subunit is rapidly released in the presence of Mg^2+^, whereas the off-rate is decreased significantly when the counter ion is Ca^2+^ ([Fig 5](#pbio.1002192.g005){ref-type="fig"}). The Ca^2+^ bound phosphorylated RIIβ-holoenzyme thus has a reduced sensitivity to cAMP, which was indicated previously \[[@pbio.1002192.ref030]\] by the increase in the activation constants for RII holoenzymes formed in buffer containing Ca^2+^. However, it should be pointed out that although a significant effect of Ca^2+^ can be seen for the R:C heterodimer, this effect could be even more pronounced in the R~2~:C~2~ holoenzyme, where the active site of the catalytic subunit is further stabilized through interactions with the R-subunit from the opposite heterodimer \[[@pbio.1002192.ref019],[@pbio.1002192.ref030]\]. This quaternary constraint, for example, leads to a 10-fold increase in the K~a~ for activation of the R~2~C~2~ holoenzyme by cAMP compared to the R:C heterodimer (65 nM versus 584 nM) \[[@pbio.1002192.ref019]\].

To quantitate the effects of RIIβ phosphorylation on association/dissociation, we used SPR with immobilized pRIIβ and RIIβ and measured binding of C-subunit in the presence and absence of nucleotides. Our results indicate that the phosphoryl group at the inhibitor site would collide with the γ-phosphoryl group of ATP, which is bound to the active catalytic subunit. This supports the hypothesis that once phosphorylated RIIβ is released by cAMP, the phosphoryl group needs to be removed by a phosphatase prior to this point in order to optimize rapid reassociation ([Fig 8](#pbio.1002192.g008){ref-type="fig"}). Although this was predicted previously in Ora Rosen's early work \[[@pbio.1002192.ref026]\], it has not been addressed in a quantitative way subsequently. Our results for the first time strongly suggest that phosphatases play an important, perhaps essential, role in the PKA activation cycle for RII holoenzymes, in addition to their obvious role in dephosphorylating other substrates. We also used 2-D gel electrophoresis to show that RIIβ in the resting state is fully phosphorylated ([Fig 7](#pbio.1002192.g007){ref-type="fig"}) and only becomes dephosphorylated following activation with forskolin and IBMX. Recent work suggests that phosphodiesterase (PDE) can bind directly to the RIα subunit and suggests that protein-bound cAMP is the preferred substrate for PDE \[[@pbio.1002192.ref031]\]. PDEs, as well as phosphatases, are thus also likely to be an integral part of this single turnover signaling complex.

![Role of single turnover phosphorylation in the regulation of PKA signaling.\
Type II holoenzymes of PKA are under an additional feedback regulation that is mediated by the phosphorylation of the R-subunits. Holoenzyme formation creates a single turnover condition in which the catalytic subunit phosphorylates the R-subunit. Increased cAMP levels dissociate the holoenzyme as the R-subunit binds cAMP or at least unleashes the inhibitor site from the active site cleft of the C-subunit. Reassociation of the inactive holoenzyme requires the concerted action of phosphodiesterases that hydrolyse cAMP and phosphatases that remove the phosphoryl group from the inhibitor site of RIIβ. A phosphorylated yet cAMP-free RIIβ is unable to bind efficiently to the catalytic subunit. This therefore creates a self-regulating cycle that contributes to the regulation of PKA signaling. Whether the R- and C-subunits fully dissociate under these single turnover conditions is not clear, but full dissociation is not necessary. The only necessary requirement for activation is that the inhibitor site of the RIIβ subunit be released, allowing access of the nearby tail of a channel or receptor.](pbio.1002192.g008){#pbio.1002192.g008}

To further understand the importance of the single phosphate, we compared RIIβ with a P-site mutant (RIIβ S112A) that cannot be phosphorylated. The results further emphasize the importance that a single phosphate at the inhibitor site can have and also how metal ions can influence the dissociation process. The mutant clarifies that calcium slows cAMP-induced dissociation due specifically to the presence of the transferred phosphoryl group. It also shows the importance that a single turnover event, mediated by autophosphorylation, can have on PKA signaling. It also gives additional rationale for colocalization of phosphatases with RII holoenzymes, as this can have an important regulatory effect on the holoenzyme itself, not just on the nearby substrate that is tethered to the complex. The trapped product state makes the holoenzyme ready for fast dissociation upon cAMP binding, but reassociation now is also influenced by the colocalized phosphatase. The colocalization of the RII subunit with calcineurin, a calcium-activated phosphatase, is a particularly significant example in which the phosphorylated RII subunit is the best-known substrate of calcineurin \[[@pbio.1002192.ref004],[@pbio.1002192.ref032],[@pbio.1002192.ref033]\]. In this case, the kinase and the phosphatase could be both influenced by calcium. RI holoenzymes are not regulated in this way by autophosphorylation.

The studies described here define the molecular features of a dynamic macromolecular PKA RIIβ molecular switch ([Fig 8](#pbio.1002192.g008){ref-type="fig"}). Although PKA nucleates the complex, the signaling system includes other signaling proteins such as phosphatases and PDEs. It is a "signaling system" or "PKA signalosome" that must also be localized in close proximity to dedicated substrates such as ion channels, transporters, and receptors, which is typically achieved by AKAPs. By defining in quantitative terms the RIIβ signaling cycle, we introduce an additional novel concept by showing that the autophosphorylation of RIIβ is also a significant feature of this signaling complex. Adding a single phosphate to RIIβ creates a multifaceted signaling cycle in which the phosphorylated RIIβ, metal ions, and phosphatases all play an essential role in regulating the event that was initiated by cAMP. Since this PKA signalosome is often located in close proximity to ion channels, it is possible that in this microenvironment, calcium may also play a physiologically relevant role in regulating the cycle in a variety of ways that were not previously appreciated.

Materials and Methods {#sec011}
=====================

Protein Expression and Purification {#sec012}
-----------------------------------

The rat regulatory subunit RIIβ was overexpressed in *Escherichia coli* and purified as described previously. As previously described \[[@pbio.1002192.ref019]\], a major challenge for obtaining crystals of full-length tetrameric PKA holoenzymes is likely due to the dynamic nature of the different domains. We then generated two mutants of RIIβ. Specifically, we replaced the essential Arg in each phosphate binding cassette with Lys. Although the wild-type construct and the B domain mutant were set up in parallel for crystallization, the R230K mutant was the only one that yielded well-diffracting crystals. All RIIβ proteins were expressed in *E*. *coli* BL21 (DE3) (Novagen) and purified as described previously \[[@pbio.1002192.ref019],[@pbio.1002192.ref023],[@pbio.1002192.ref034]\] using cAMP resin and cGMP elution. Site-directed mutagenesis of RIIβ Ser112 to Ala was performed using the QuickChange mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). The mouse catalytic subunit (isoform α) was overexpressed in *E*. *coli* and purified as described previously \[[@pbio.1002192.ref019]\].

Complex Formation and Crystallization {#sec013}
-------------------------------------

RIIβ subunit and wild-type C-subunit were mixed in a 1:1.2 molar ratio and spin dialyzed at 4°C into holoenzyme buffer containing 20 mM MES (pH 5.8), 50 mM NaCl, and 1 mM TCEP-HCl. The complex was then gel filtered through Superdex 200 in the same holo buffer to remove excess C-subunit. The complex protein was concentrated to approximately 12 mg/ml for crystallization. The RIIβ(R230K):C apo complex was crystallized as described previously \[[@pbio.1002192.ref019]\]. To make CaATP binding holoenzyme crystals, the apo holoenzyme crystals were soaked with 20% PEG8000, 8% ethylene glycol, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 5 mM CaCl~2,~ and 1 mM ATP in pH 5.8 solution overnight.

Data Collection and Processing {#sec014}
------------------------------

The best RIIβ (1--416:R230K)^p^ ~2~:C~2~:(Ca~2~ADP)~2~ holoenzyme crystal diffracted to 2.8 Å. This dataset was collected at Advanced Light Source beamline 8.2.2 2 and then processed using HKL2000 program package. Initial phases were obtained using the apo RIIβ holoenzyme (PDB:3TNP) as a search model by the CCP4 package program PHASER. The refinement was done using the REFMAC5 program in CCP4 and simulated annealing process in PHENIX programs. Water molecules were added to the model at the final step of refinement. The final models were evaluated by PROCHECK.

Pre-Steady-State Kinetic Measurements {#sec015}
-------------------------------------

Pre-steady-state kinetic measurements were made using a KinTek model RGF-3 quench flow apparatus following a previously published procedure \[[@pbio.1002192.ref028]\]. The apparatus consists of three syringes driven by a stepping motor. Typical experiments were performed by mixing equal volumes of the PKA RIIβ holoenzyme (2 μM) in one reaction loop and P^32^-ATP (5,00--15,00 cpm/pmol) and MgCl~2~ (10 mM) or CaCl~2~ (100 μM), respectively, in the second reaction loop---all in the presence of 100 mM Mops, pH 7.4, and 5 mM DTT. The reaction was quenched with 10% SDS in the third syringe, and the reactions were separated using 4%--12% SDS-PAGE gel as described above.

Steady-State Kinetics {#sec016}
---------------------

Steady-state kinetic measurements were carried out with a reaction mix containing 50 mM MOPS pH 7.0, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM ATP, and γ^32^P radio-labelled ATP (specific activity 500--1000 cpm/pmol) in a final volume of 20 μL. The various substrates in a volume of 10 μL were added to 5 μL of the reaction mix containing a 10 mM concentration of free metal ions (MgCl~2~ or CaCl~2~), and the reaction was initiated by 5 μL of catalytic subunit. The amount of cAMP used was 1 mM. Kemptide was used at a concentration of 1 mM, and RIIβ was used at 40 μM. The reaction was quenched with 90 μL of 30% acetic acid. 50 μL of the quenched reaction was then spotted on p81 phosphocellulose paper, washed three times for 5 min each with 5% phosphoric acid and then washed once with acetone, air dried, and counted in a liquid scintillation counter.

Time course measurements were carried out for 300 s with 20 nM enzyme with magnesium and 1 μM enzyme with calcium. 50-fold more enzyme was required in the presence of calcium for measureable phosphoryl transfer activity at the same scale with magnesium. Michaelis-Menten kinetics were carried out with 35 nM enzyme, and the reactions were incubated for 10 min. All curves were fit to classical steady-state equations using the nonlinear regression fitting module of Sigma-plot software.

Single Turnover Using pRIIβ Antibodies {#sec017}
--------------------------------------

The concentration of ATP used in the reaction buffer was 1 mM when the nucleotides were included. The reaction mixture contained approximately 300 nM RIIβ~2~:C~2~ holoenzyme in holoenzyme, alone or in the presence of 1 mM nucleotide (ATP or AMP-PNP) and 10 mM MgCl~2~ (or CaCl~2~) at pH 5.8. The reaction was incubated at room temperature for the first 30 min and was then kept at 4°C. The reaction were quenched at 30 min by taking samples of the reaction mixture, mixing them 1:1 with SDS-PAGE sample buffer, and heating the samples for 10 min at 70°C. These samples were analyzed by western blot with antibodies against the C-subunit (BD Biosciences), RIIβ (Biomol), and against R-R-X-phosphorylated pS/T, the PKA consensus sequence that RIIβ contains at its inhibitor site (Cell Signaling Technology).

Single Turnover Kinetics with Increasing Ratios of RIIβ:C-Subunit {#sec018}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Increasing stoichiometric ratios of RIIβ:C-subunit were incubated in 50 mM MES pH 5.8, 50 mM NaCl, and 1 mM DTT. The highest ratio of RIIβ:C-subunit was incubated with cAMP (1 mM) as a control. After incubating the proteins for 15 min, 1 h and 3 h (three sets), the reaction was initiated by adding 1 mM ATP and 10 mM metal (MgCl~2~ or CaCl~2~). Phosphoryl transfer was allowed to go on for 10 min, after which the reaction was quenched by adding SDS-PAGE sample buffer and heating the samples for 10 min at 70°C. Western blots were run and the phosphorylation status of RIIβ was probed with phospho-specific antibodies as described above. All three time points showed similar results. The bands in the western blots were quantified by ImageJ software, as described previously \[[@pbio.1002192.ref027]\].

Single Turnover Kinetics Using γP^32^-ATP {#sec019}
-----------------------------------------

For quantitative single turnover kinetics, 4 μM of RIIβ-holoenzyme (2 μM R~2~:C~2~) was incubated with ATP (1 mM) and γP^32^-ATP (specific activity 500--1,000 cpm) in buffer containing 50 mM MES pH 5.8 with 10 mM metal (MgCl~2~ or CaCl~2~). The reaction was quenched by mixing 10 μL of reaction mix with 90 μL of 30% acetic acid at varying time points until about 660 s (11 min). 20 μL of this mix was then spotted on a p81 phosphocellulose filter disks and washed and dried with 5% phosphoric acid and acetone. γP^32^ transferred to RIIβ was measured in a liquid scintillation counter.

SPR Analysis of Holoenzyme Formation and Dissociation {#sec020}
-----------------------------------------------------

A Biacore T100 SPR instrument (GE Healthcare) was used to acquire kinetics of the RIIβ holoenzyme formation under different buffer conditions. For this, an anti-GST antibody (Carl Roth) was coupled to a CM5 sensor chip (GE Healthcare) using standard NHS/EDC chemistry. On this functionalized chip, a cyclic nucleotide-free

GST-fusion of PKA-RIIß wild type and S112A mutant lacking the dimerization domain (RIIβ 102--416) was immobilized on parallel flow cells to a level of 80 resonance units (RUs). PKA catalytic subunit (30--0.12 nM) was then injected in buffer A (20 mM MOPS, 150 mM NaCl, 100 μM EDTA, 100 μM EGTA, 0.01% P20) alone or supplemented with 1 mM ATP and 10 mM MgCl~2~ or CaCl~2~ each at a flow rate of 30 μL/min at 25°C for 150 s or 300 s to monitor association of the holoenzyme. Dissociation was induced by switching to buffer lacking C-subunit for 150 s or 900 s. For the analysis of cAMP-induced dissociation, the respective buffer containing cAMP at several concentrations (ranging from 25 nM to 200 nM) was injected for 200 s. Regeneration of the chip surface was carried out by the injection of 10 mM Glycine (pH 1.9) for 30 s at 30 μL/min.

Analysis of the interaction of PKA catalytic subunit to already phosphorylated pRIIβ was carried out using SPR by monitoring association and dissociation in real time. For this, phosphorylated holoenzyme was obtained by mixing PKA catalytic subunit and GST- RIIβ102--416 in a molar ratio of 1.2:1 in buffer A for 10--15 min, followed by a dialysis against buffer A supplemented with 1 mM ATP and 10 mM MgCl~2~ for 1 h at RT. This holoenzyme dimer was then immobilized to a level of 120 RU on the anti-GST-chip surface, and catalytic subunit was released by the injection of 500 nM cGMP. After 100 s of buffer flow (cGMP release), reassociation of the holoenzyme was carried out by the injection of several concentrations of catalytic subunit (0.3 nM--200 nM) for 300 s in buffer A only or buffer A containing 10 mM MgCl~2~ and either 1 mM ATP or ADP. Dissociation was monitored in the respective buffer without PKA catalytic subunit for 900 s. For the interaction analysis of nonphosphorylated RIIβ with PKA catalytic subunit, GST-RIIβ 102--416 was immobilized to a level of 80 RUs on a parallel flow cell allowing side-by-side analysis. Surfaces were regenerated with 10 mM Glycin (pH 1.9) for 30 s at 30 μL/min after each cycle. Rate constants were determined by nonlinear curve fitting (global fit analysis) using the software BIAevaluation 4.1.1 or T100 Evaluation 2.0.4 (GE Healthcare).

Cell Culture, Two-Dimensional Gel, and Western Blot {#sec021}
---------------------------------------------------

HeLa and NIH 3T3 cells were cultured in standard DMEM medium supplemented with 10% FBS. Cells were washed twice with PBS and harvested in 300 μL lysis buffer containing 9 M urea/2% CHAPS and complete protease inhibitor cocktail tablets (Roche; Indianapolis, Indiana. The forskolin and IBMX treated cells are prepared by adding 50 μM forskolin and 50 μM IBMX for 15 min prior to adding lysis buffer. Protein (100--250 μg) was diluted in 2-D electrophoresis buffer (2 M thiourea, 5 M urea, 0.25% CHAPS, 0.25% Tween-20, 0.25% SB-3, 10% isopropanol, and 12.5% water-saturated butanol) containing 15 mg DTT and 0.5% ampholytes (pI ranges 3--10 or 5--8; Bio-Rad; Hercules, California) to a final volume of 0.2 ml and passively absorbed onto immobilized pH gradient strips (pI ranges 5--8 or 3--10 NL (nonlinear); Bio-Rad) for 4 h at 20°C, followed by active rehydration (50 V at 20°C) for 8 h. Isoelectric focusing was performed for 55,000 V-h on a Protean IEF System (Bio-Rad), and electrophoresis was performed with the Criterion gel system (Bio-Rad). 2-D gels were transferred to PVDF, and western blots were performed using phospho-PKA substrate antibody (Cell Signaling) and RIIβ antibody (Biomol).

Supporting Information {#sec022}
======================

###### Excel spreadsheet containing, in separate sheets, the underlying numerical data for Figs [2B--2E](#pbio.1002192.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [4C](#pbio.1002192.g004){ref-type="fig"}, [5C, 5D](#pbio.1002192.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [6C](#pbio.1002192.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S4 Fig](#pbio.1002192.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### C-subunit in open and closed conformations.

\(A\) The C-subunit is shown as a space-filling model with the N-lobe residues (14--121) in white and the C-lobe residues (122--350) in tan. The C-subunit conformations are termed "open" and "closed" on the basis of the relative orientations of the N- and C-lobes with respect to each other \[[@pbio.1002192.ref035]\]. Left: The C-subunit is in a typical open conformation without nucleotide binding to the active site (in RIIα:C heterodimer \[[@pbio.1002192.ref022]\], PDB ID: 2QVS). The glycine-rich loop (pink) is raised. The active site is open. In the open conformation in the absence of ATP, the C-tail in this region is disordered. Middle: The C-subunit is in a typical closed conformation with nucleotide binding to the active site (in RIα:C heterodimer \[[@pbio.1002192.ref023]\], PDB ID: 2QCS). The active site is closed with nucleotide binding. The C-tail is ordered and folded over the N-lobe. Right: The C-subunit is in a closed conformation without nucleotide binding to the active site (only seen in RIIβ holoenzyme, PDB ID: 3TNP). (B) The glycine-rich loop is raised and the active site is open in the 2QVS structure (depicted in yellow), compared to the fully closed conformation observed in the 2QCS (depicted in cyan) and 3TNP structures (depicted in grey). AMP-PNP and two Mn ions from 2QCS are colored black. (C)The dynamic nature of the C-tail. In the closed conformation, the C-terminal tail (colored olive, PDB ID: 2QCS) is folded over the N-lobe in which two residues, Phe327 and Tyr300, are an essential part of the ATP binding site. In the open conformation in the absence of ATP, the C-tail (colored gray, PDB ID: 2QVS) in this region is disordered

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Stereoview of part of the RIIβP2: C~2~: (Ca~2~ADP)~2~ structure in the 2.8 Å resolution 2*F*o--*F*c map.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The conformation and B factor analysis of the C-subunit in different R:C complexes.

The left bottom is the scale bar for B factors.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Single turnover autophosphorylation as seen in the RIIβ holoenzyme.

\(A\) Varying ratios of RIIβ were incubated with the C-subunit (in the absence of cAMP) with MgATP and CaATP. Phosphorylation of RIIβ was assessed by phosphor-Ser specific antibodies. Band intensities for the western blots were quantified using ImageJ software, as described previously \[[@pbio.1002192.ref027]\]. (B) Band intensities in the presence of MgATP. (C) Band intensities in the presence of CaATP. The data used to make this figure can be found in [S1 Data](#pbio.1002192.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### cAMP induced dissociation of the RIIβ holoenzyme.

SPR was used to monitor the dissociation of the RIIβ holoenzyme (GST-RIIβ 102--416:C) induced by the injection of various concentrations of cAMP (25--200 nM). The representative plot shows holoenzyme formation with C-subunit (30 nM) and dissociation in buffer lacking ATP and metal ions (EDTA/EGTA 100 μM each).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The RIIβ holoenzyme does not dissociate in the presence of MgATP.

\(A\) Gel filtration chromatography shows that the preformed RIIβ holoenzyme does not dissociate in MgATP solution. Buffer condition: 200 mM NaCl, 20 mM MES, 1.0 mM TCEP, 5 mM MgCl~2~ and 1 mM ATP, pH 5.8 (B) SDS-PAGE analysis of the holoenzyme peak.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### SPR-based analysis of holoenzyme formation of wild-type RIIβ and S112A.

SPR was utilized to acquire binding data of holoenzyme formation for wild-type RIIβ and the P-site mutant S112A. Rate constants were determined using the Biacore T100 Evaluation Software (GE Healthcare), with global fit analysis assuming a 1:1 Langmuir binding model.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Data collection and refinement statistics.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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